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“Odes’kij medičnij žurnal” (“The Odessa Medical
Journal”) was founded in 1926. During a few years it
was highly appreciated by scientists. The works of the
famous scientists had been published there. But then,
at the start of 30-s, the publication of the Journal was
stopped. It was renewed only in 1997, and very soon
the Journal won its authority again and took a proper
place among other scientific editions of the country.

The founders of the Journal are the Ministry of
Health of Ukraine and the Odessa National Medical Uni-
versity, the publisher — the Odessa National Medical
University.

The editor-in-chief of the Journal since the time of
its renewal is the academician of the NAMS of Ukraine,
the Ukraine State Prize Winner V. M. Zaporozhan. The
members of the editorial board and editorial council are
the world-known scientists.

“ODES’KIJ MEDIČNIJ ŽURNAL”
(“The Odessa Medical Journal”)

Information about Edition

By decisions of Presidium of the Higher Attestation
Commission of Ukraine N1-05/2 from the 27th of May,
2009 and N 1-05/5 from the 31st of May, 2011 “The
Odessa Medical Journal” was included in the list of edi-
tions, which publish the basic results of dissertation
works on medicine, biology and pharmacy. This fact de-
termines the subject of its publications. About two hun-
dred papers and reports are published in the Journal
annually.

The Journal appears bimonthly. It comes to the most
known libraries of the country, large scientific centers,
some educational establishments. Its release is highly
appraised outside of the country.

The Journal is distributed by subscription.
The Journal can be subscribed at any subscription

point.
Subscription index — 48717.

THE MANUAL OF ARTICLE STYLE FOR
“ODES’KIJ MEDIČNIJ ŽURNAL”

(“THE ODESSA MEDICAL JOURNAL”)

Information for Authors

1. “Odes’kij medičnij žurnal” (“The Odessa Medical
Journal”) publishes theoretical and review articles,
which cover important achievements of science, results
of completed original clinical and experimental research-
es, basic results of dissertations on medicine, biology
and pharmacy, and also memorial materials.

2. Problem articles with total volume of up to 8 pa-
ges, reviews — up to 10 pages, original and other types
of articles — up to 6 pages, short reports — up to
2 pages are submitted.

3. Articles, which have been already published in oth-
er editions or were submitted for publication to some edi-
tions at the same time, as well as the works which are a
remake of the articles published before and do not con-
tain new scientific material or new scientific comprehen-
sion of already known material are not submitted.

4. The following materials are published in the Journal:
a) results of original researches concerning main

directions of development of medical, biological and
pharmaceutical sciences;

b) works on fundamental problems in biology, medi-
cine, pharmacology and pharmacy:

— genetics and applied aspects of medical genetics;
— biophysical and morphofunctional analysis of cells

of an organism at different types of pathology;
— works on modern cellular technologies;
— the modern elaborations in the field of general

and clinical pharmacology and pharmacy;
— achievements in the field of study of etiology,

pathogenesis and diagnostics of modern diseases;

— prophylaxis of diseases, inoculation, prevention
of especially dangerous diseases;

c) reviews on the modern actual problems of biolo-
gy, medicine and pharmacy;

d) information, chronicle, anniversaries.
5. An article should be submitted to editorial in two

copies, signed by all the authors. By their signatures
the authors guarantee that the article meets all the re-
quirements of the manual of the article style for “The
Odessa Medical Journal”, experimental and clinical re-
searches have been executed according to the inter-
national ethical norms of scientific researches, and also
they give the publisher a right for publication of the ar-
ticle in the Journal, placing it and its materials on the
Journal’s site and in other sources.

6. An article is accompanied with a letter to the edito-
rial staff, vised signature of the chief and the seal of the
establishment where the work was done, and for the
home authors also by the expert inference, that author-
izes the open publication.

7. If used in the article materials are intellectual prop-
erty of some organizations and have not been published
before, an author should get permission for their publi-
cation from each of these organizations and send it to-
gether with the article.

8. The text is printed with 1.5-spacing throughout the
text on a standard paper (width of fields: on the left,
above and below by 2 cm, on the right — 1 cm) in Arial
(Arial Cyr) or Times (Times Cyr) 14 points. The page
of the text should contain no more than 30 lines.




